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ABSTRACT
This paper is the first attempt to provide the outlines of the Chocha-ngachakha, a Tibetic language spoken in Eastern Bhutan. This language (particularly the Tsamang dialect described here) has preserved many archaic features that are not found in the southern Himalayas. The linguistic conservatism of Tsamang Chocha-ngachakha is not confined to phonology but extends to grammar and vocabulary. The data from Chocha-ngachakha sheds new light on the evolution of the Tibetic family.
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1 Introduction

Among the eighteen Tibeto-Burman languages (henceforth TB) found in Bhutan, seven belong to the Tibetic group or “Gangjong Bhoti” (གངས་Ȝོངས་བྷོ་ཊི་ཚǑགས་པ་), which was earlier called “Central Bodish” (see Tournadre, 2014). These languages include Dzongkha ɲོང་ཁ་, Chocha-ngachakhaཁྱོ་ཅ་ང་ཅ་ཁ་, Lakha2 དལ་, and Merak-Saktengkha3 མེ་ཁར་སི་Ѹེ་ཁ་ and Trashigang Kham བཀྲ་ཤིས་Ȉང་ཁམས་ǰད་. 6 Lakha, Merak-Saktengkha, Layakha and Durka are remnants of yak-herding pastoralist communities, while Dzongkha and Chocha-ngachakha were traditionally cultivator communities.

These seven languages are all derived from a form of Old Tibetan (hence OT) 7 and are closely related to Classical Tibetan (hence CT) or CHOS SKAD8 (ཆོས་Ȟད་), as it is often referred to in

---

1 The term Tibetic, now widely used by the community of linguists, has replaced the earlier terms of ‘Tibetan dialects’ and ‘Central Bodish’, which presupposed the existence of a Bodish branch of TB. However, lumping together Tibetic and Tamangic languages with Tshangla and Bumthangish languages (also called ‘East Bodish’) is highly problematic. The historical comparative methodology has not yet provided common innovations that would delimit clearly the Bodish subgroup. Since the term ‘Tibetic’ cannot easily be rendered in written Tibetan, we propose using the term ‘Gangjong Bhoti’ (གངས་Ȝོངས་བྷོ་ཊི་). For a recent classification of the Tibetic family, see Tournadre (2014).

2 Lakha is spoken in Wangdue Phodrang district in Säphuk gewog.

3 Merak-Saktengkha is spoken in Trashigang district, in the villages of Merak and Sakteng.

4 Layakha is spoken in Gasa district and in the northern regions of Thimphu (Lingzhi gewog) and Punuakha districts. Layakha is considered by van Driem (1998) to be a variety of Dzongkha, but their relationship needs further investigation.

5 Durka is spoken in Bumthang district, Dur village.

6 See also the Dzongkha Development Commission site in Dzongkha:

7 About Old Tibetan and Proto-Tibetan, see e.g. Hill (2010), Tournadre (2014), and Jacques (2014).

8 See the transcription convention at the end of the article.
Dzongkha. This proximity to CT makes it easy to transcribe most words using the Classical orthography. Despite their close genetic relationship, however, these languages do not allow for good mutual intelligibility.

The TB languages of Bhutan include several non-Tibetic languages, such as Tshangla, also referred to as Sharchopkha, “the eastern language” (the TB language with the second largest number of speakers after the national language, Dzongkha). Others are the so-called “East Bodish” group of languages (see below) and a few other languages that belong to the “Tibetosphere” (Noonan, 2012; Tournadre, 2014). The non-Tibetic “Tibetospheric” languages have been influenced greatly by CT, as well as by Dzongkha and other Tibetic languages, but they are not derived from OT, and they differ significantly from the Tibet languages in their core vocabulary and grammar. Other TB languages of Bhutan, such as Gongduk and Lhokpu, differ entirely from Dzongkha and other Tibet languages in every aspect of their vocabulary and grammar.

The “East Bodish” languages, which we prefer to call “Bumthangic,” include the following: Bumthangkha, Khengkha, Kurtoepkha, Phobjikha, Chalikha, Dzalakha, and Dakpakha (see Mazaudon, Michailovksy, Hyslop 2013). From a phylogenetic point of view, these Bumthangic languages, together with the Tamangic languages of Nepal, are the closest cousins of the Tibetan group. In fact, the Bumthangic languages are probably slightly closer to the Tibetan languages than the Tamangic languages. For example, unlike Tamangic languages, which have a negation in /a/, Bumthangic languages have a negation in /ma/ and /mi/ just as the Tibetan languages.

But let’s turn back to the Tibetan languages, or གངས་ལྷོས་ཁ་ “Gangjong Bhoti languages”, of Bhutan. Among these languages – Dzongkha, Chocha-ngachakha, Lakha, Merak-Saktengkha, Layakha, Durkha and Trashigang Kham – only Dzongkha has been extensively studied, while the others are still not described. The understanding of their genetic relationship, however, is important for the historical reconstruction of the Tibetan family.

As early as 1992, van Driem wrote in his Dzongkha grammar that Chocha-ngachakha may be an “older sister of Dzongkha”. He also added that “a survey of this language would shed much light on the historical development of its sister language Dzongkha.”

The description of the Chocha-ngacha language (hence CN) is indeed particularly significant because, as we will see, it has preserved many ancient features, most notably in its phonology, grammar, and vocabulary. G. Hyslop, who has conducted fieldwork on the Tangmachu dialect (stag-mo chu) of CN spoken in Lhuentse district, suggests that CN could have an “East Bodish” substrate and that the language could have undergone an “entire relexification.” We will examine this hypothesis, which is essentially based on phonological data.

This paper is the first publication proposing a preliminary study of the CN basic phonology, grammar, and basic vocabulary. We base this paper upon the variety of language spoken in the Tokari

---

9 See van Driem 2014.
10 The Term ‘East Bodish’, proposed by Shafer (1955), is problematic because it implies a division of the Tibetic languages between Balti, Ladakhi (West Bodish), and Central Bodish, the other Tibetic languages. Bradley (1997) has used the term Bodish in a very different way. In his classification, the term Central Bodish becomes equivalent to the term ‘Tibet’, according to the definition found in Tournadre (2014). This latter term is clearer because purely geographic terms are often ambiguous and fuzzy. Bradley’s Western Bodish corresponds to the Mazaudon’s Tamangic languages, or TGTM (see Mazaudon). Again, the later term ‘Tamangic’ is much clearer. From a geographic point of view, Bradley’s ‘Western Bodish’ languages are spoken in a region that lies nearly 1000 kms east of the ‘Central Bodish’ languages of Ladakh and Baltistan.
11 Personal communication.
village of the Tsamang gewog. Since this is a preliminary survey, some aspects of the description require confirmation and others call for further research, but even so, this paper fills a gap in the documentation of Bhutanese languages related to Dzongkha.

2 Sociolinguistic and geographic presentation of Chocha-ngachakha

Chocha-ngachakha, pronounced [tʰoʃa ŋaʃa kʰa], is the second Tibetic language of Bhutan and has about 20,000 speakers (van Driem, 1998). This might be an overestimation, however. According to Yeshi Thinley, head of Tsamang village, there are about 7,000 speakers in the two main villages of Tsamang and Tsakaling, so the global figure might be closer to 15,000 speakers. There are also a significant number of non-native speakers, however, particularly in Mongar, Lhuentse, and Trashi Yangtse.

In terms of numbers of speakers, Dzongkha, the national language of Bhutan, has the most native speakers (roughly 160,000) and is also spoken as a second language by many Bhutanese. The number of speakers for the five other languages is more limited. According to van Driem (1998), Lakha has about 8,000 speakers; Merak-Saktengkha 3,000; Layakha 1,000; Trashigang Kham 1,000; and Durkha 300.

Chocha-ngachakha is an exonym meaning choca, ‘you’ (pl), and ngaca, ‘us’ (pl), and is a language now widely used throughout Bhutan. Local people still use loconyms such as Tsamangpekha ༡༢༣ཀྲམང་པའི་ཁ and Tsakalingpe-kha བཀླིང་པའི་ཁ, referring to the dialects spoken in the two main villages.

For the most part, the CN speaking area is found along the lower course of the Kuri river (DZ རི). For this reason, speakers are often called “kurmatpa” བར་མ་པ, which literally means [people living] in the lower course of the Kuri river, as opposed to the “kurtoetpa” བར་Ȫོད་པ, who dwell in the upper valley and speak “Kurtoepkha”, a non-Tibetic language related to Bumthangkha. Ironically, CN speakers traditionally called their language “Kurtoetpekha” བར་Ȫོད་པའི་ཁ, ‘the language of the upper valley inhabitants’ (they lived higher in the valley than those from Gyelposhing or Mongar town). Some people who have the perception that Chocha-ngachakha is close to Classical Tibetan call their language “Chöke”, the ‘liturgical language’, or ‘Dharma language’.

Chocha-ngachakha is essentially located in Mongar, Lhuentse, Trashi Yangtse, and Trashigang districts. The dialect described in this article is spoken in the Tokari hamlet of Tsamang gewog, which is located less than 50 kms from the town of Mongar. The elevation, latitude, and longitude of Mongar are 1000 m, 27, 26N and 91, 28E, respectively. This means that among the Tibetic languages, CN is spoken at the lowest elevation and the lowest latitude.14

---

12 Gewog corresponds to the English rendering of Dzongkha: ལྷེག་ ‘under a head/chief’. Several orthographies are found in English: geo, geog and gewog. The latter seems to be the most frequent and has the advantage of avoiding confusion with the English formant geo, as in geography.

13 We would prefer to use the name ‘Tsamangkha’ (the name of one of the main dialects) to refer to the language as a whole, rather than the exonym Chocha-ngachakha, but since the latter name is now widely used in Bhutan, we use it as the general term to refer to this language.

14 As a comparison, we provide the latitude of some towns of the Tibetic area: Huari (Qilian, Gansu, China): 38, 09; Rebkong (Qinghai, China) 35, 51; Skardo (Pakistan): 35, 29; Leh (Jammu Kashmir, India):34, 15; Yushu ( Qinghai, China): 32: 99; Kaza (Spiti, HP, India): 32,22; Derge (Sichuan): 31:80; Lhasa: 29, 64; Dolpa (Nepal): 29, 05;
In Mongar, CN is spoken in Tsakaling, Tsamang, Sheri Muhung, and Saling gewogs. In Lhuentse, it is spoken in Jare, Menbi, Tsankhar, and Metsho Ungar gewogs, and in Trashi Yangtse, it is spoken in Tongshang and Gangkhapa gewogs. In Trashigang, speakers of CN are found in Bartsham, although according to local history Bartsham speakers originally came from Tsamang village. Due to the Bhutanese resettlement policy, speakers of CN can now also be found in the southern districts of Samtse and Sarpang.

CN is also used as a second language by Kurtoepkha or Chalikha speakers and generally by most people from Lhuentse and Trashi Yangtse districts. CN speakers are in contact with Khengkha speakers in the southeast, Bumthangkha speakers in the west, Dzalakha and Kurtoepkha speakers in the north, and Chali and Tshangla speakers in the east.

Along with Dzongkha, the national language, many CN speakers are able to have a conversation in Tshangla and Bumthangkha or in other closely related Bumthangish or “East Bodish” languages, such as Kurtoepkha and Khengkha. They rarely, however, speak the Chali language, which they call /phyalikha/, nor Dzalakha.

Since English and Dzongkha are used for the medium of education in Bhutan, the Chocha-ngacha language is not taught in schools, nor is it used by the television or radio media, which use only English, Dzongkha, Nepali, and Tshangla. No written transcription has been adopted for CN, and it remains a purely spoken language, making it vulnerable. A written language could easily be developed, however, since the spoken language is very closely related to Classical Tibetan (see the examples and appendix of this paper).

On the other hand, geography has aided the survival of the CN language and culture, as the main villages are very isolated from main roads and other towns. Until 2014, for example, some Tsamang villages could be reached only by foot. The existing mud roads make transportation quite difficult, and thus the area maintains a fairly high degree of isolation. The hamlets are scattered in the jungle, and there is no central village in either Tsamang or Tsakaling.

The area’s isolation also certainly contributed to the emergence of a dialectal variation. CN dialectal variation is, however, relatively limited. The differences between the dialect of Tsakaling and that of Tsamang, although separated by the Kuri river, are not very significant, and there is very good mutual intelligibility, at least up to Autsho (Au-mtsho) village in Lhuentse district. In the upper valley of Minje gewog, however, there are important phonological differences. For example, the reflexes of the bilabial of by turn into /sh/. bya-po /byapo/ (in Tsamang) is pronounced /shapo/, and byas /byas/ ‘to do’ [past stem, in Tsamang variety] is realized as /shg/.

It seems that the dialectal variation is stronger in the upper valley in Lhuentse district because of contact with Kurtoepkha speakers. The isolated dialects spoken in Trashi Yangtse and Trashigang probably present more specific features, but data is needed for the dialectal classification.

CN speakers live at a low altitude, about 1000 m, and their land is covered with dense forests of chir pine (གོང་ཕོད་ཤིང་/donphöt shing/ or ཆ་ཆོས་/thangcung/), blue pine (ཆོས་/cangshing/), bamboo (གོ་/shushing/ ‘lit. bow tree’), rhododendrons (ལྷ་མོ་མོའི་/arto mentok/), as well as a large diversity of other trees and plants.

Gyalthang (Xianggila): 27, 82; Namche Bazar (Sherpa, Nepal): 27, 80, Thimphu (Bhutan): 27, 47; Gangtok (Sikkim, India): 27, 33; Mongar (Bhutan): 27, 26.

15 In Palangphu (Mongar, Tsakaling gewog), we consulted Tshultrim (age 39) from Shongmey (Metso gewog, Lhuentse), and in Autso village we consulted Yeshe Gyeltshen (age 28) from Jare gewog, in Lhuentse.
The Kuri river (རྒྱ་རི་) or Kurchu (རྒྱ་རི་), has a sacred dimension and is considered to be blessed. According to folk tradition, the river flows from the mouth of a statue (hence the orthography sku-ri in CT) and has medicinal properties.

Concerning their religion, CN speakers are followers of the Kagyü and Nyingma schools of Vajrayana Buddhism, but they have preserved some local religious cults that are not characteristic of the Kagyü and Nyingma sects, such as the worship of Guru zhal (སྒྲུབ་ཞལ། /Gru shé/). The main yulha or tutelary mountain is the Gogphel lha (གོག་འཕེལ་ལྷ), the region’s highest peak. Given the altitude, the region receives little snowfall, so CN speakers are traditionally cultivators, with maize (ཐུ་ཧམ་) and buckwheat (ཐུ་རོལ་) as their main crops. Unlike other Tibetic speaking areas, Chocha-ngacha communities have a great diversity of fruit trees, including peach (ཁམ་ཐ་ /khambu/), orange (ཚ་ར /tsalu/), pomegranate (ཐེག་ཐེམ /tsalem/), wild banana (ཐུ་དོམ /ngalal) and domestic banana (ཐུ་མོ /cel/), mango (ཐུ་ཐམ /am/), and fig (ཐུ་སྟེ་ /tsela/). As well as passion fruit (ཐུ་དྲོ /curpo/), guava (ཐུ་ལེ /bepsu/), lemon (ཐུ་ཁོ /kapur/) and Asian pear (ཐུ་ཁོ /litong/).

Chocha-ngacha communities also breed standard cows (ཐུ་ཐང་ /jowa/) and a crossbreed of mithun and cow (ཐ /ba/) for milk,20 horses (ཐ /ta/), mules (ཐ /dre/) to carry loads, and pigs (ཐ /phakpa/). The Chocha-ngacha people are also notable for their rich handicraft tradition, particularly wood carving and basket weaving.

3 Introduction to the phonology

Since the great majority of CN words are cognates with Classical Tibetan and the reflexes are quite regular, we present the phonology in relation to the language’s linguistic ancestor. The phonology of CN is characterized by the preservation of ancient pronunciations reflected in Classical Tibetan.

3.1 The conservative reflexes of the syllable initials

As we will see, several features of the CN Tsamang dialect exhibit some very archaic pronunciations, which are rarely attested in most other Tibetic languages.

3.1.1 Voicing of the initial consonants

Voiced plosives, fricatives, and affricates without the preradical of CT have been preserved. Ex.: ཤ་ bu/bu ‘son’, ཤ་ ja/la ‘tea’, ར་ ha go/hq go ‘understand’, ར་ dug/dug ‘poison’, ར་ brang-sa (CT: dwelling place) brang-sa ‘house’, ལ་ za/za ‘to eat’, ར་ zor-bal/zorbal ‘sickle’, and ར་...
DOM /dgm/. In contrast, in nearly all the modern Tibetic languages, such as Ü-Tsang, Kham, Dzongkha, Lhoke, Ladakhi, Sherpa, etc., those initial sounds are pronounced as voiceless: \( ZA \)‘to eat’ /\( sa \)/, \( BU \)‘son’ /\( pu \)/, \( JA \)‘tea’ /\( chal \)/, etc.

Thus, in Chocha-ngachakha the reflexes of voiced initials with preradicals are pronounced in the same way as those without preradicals and differ only in their suprasegmental features (see section 3):

The only major exception to the preservation of voicing is the initial palatal fricative \( ZH \). In our data, this initial sound is always unvoiced even when it is preceded by a preradical: \( BZHI \)‘four’, \( SHO \)‘milk’, \( SHE: \)‘mouth (H)’.

### 3.1.2 The \( pr \), \( phr \), \( br \) series

The combinations \( pr \), \( phr \), \( br \) (with or without preradical) are also well preserved in Chocha-ngachakha:

The same is true for the words \( BRUG \)‘dragon’ and \( BRI \)‘to write’, which correspond respectively to \( /bruk/ \) and \( /dri/ \) in Chocha-ngachakha. The expected labial sounds are not found because these two words are typically imported concepts from mainstream academic culture.

Unlike what has happened in nearly all Tibetic languages, in Chocha-ngachakha the combination \( db \) has preserved a labial stop: \( DBANG \)‘power’ (compare with Ü-Tsang /\( w\a/\), Dzongkha /\( w\a/\) or Amdo /\( \ʁ\a/\)).

The combination \( DBRAL \)‘to tear’ is unique in that it has lost the labial sound /\( re/\).

### 3.1.3 The \( py \), \( phy \), \( by \) series

The reflexes of the labial series \( PY \), \( PHY \), \( BY \) (with or without preradical) are also very conservative.

Ex.: \( PHYE \)‘flour’, \( BYE.MA \)‘hemp’‘sand’, \( BYA \)‘bird’, \( BYUNG \)‘byung’‘come out’, \( PHYUNG \)‘byung’‘take out’, \( PHYUGPO \)‘phyukpol’‘rich’, \( BYA \)‘future of \( byed \)’‘to do’, \( DBYAR.KHA \)‘byarkha’‘summer’, \( DPYID-KHA \)‘pyitkha’‘spring’, and \( BYALCE \)‘bychil’‘clitoris’ (lit. ‘hen’s tongue’).

---

22 Note that \( SPRA \) in CT means ‘ape’, while the corresponding form means ‘monkey’ in CN.
This sound change is completely regular. Whenever it does not occur, the word is likely to be a loan pronunciation, as in གྲེང་ ‘north’ and གཞལ་ ‘direction’.

As we have seen from the examples above, the voiced/voiceless opposition, as well as the aspirated voiceless/non-aspirated voiceless, play a fundamental role in the syllable onset of Chocha-ngachakha.

3.1.4 The reflex of wasur

In most modern Tibetic languages, the reflex of wasur does not yield any specific pronunciation, and this has even raised doubt about the idea that the subscribed wa has any phonetic function. However, in some languages, the /w/ does have an impact on the pronunciation. This is the case in some Balti and Ladakhi dialects (see Hill, 2006). We can add that this ancient reflex is also attested in Tsamang CN. Compare, for example, the following words in the Tsamang dialect: RTSWA /tsoa/ ‘grass’ and RTSA /tsa/ ‘horn’ and RA /ra/ ‘goat’. Some southern Kham dialects have also preserved a reflex of the wasur (Hiroyuki Suzuki, p.c). Hill (2006: 90) showed that “the Old Tibetan word vwa ‘fox’ has v- ‘[a a]’ and not w- as its initial, and that the medial - w- in Old Tibetan represents indeed a phonetic reality.

We may now say that this archaic feature is not only found in the northwestern and eastern regions, but also in the southernmost region in the Tsamang dialect of Chocha-ngachakha. Thus, the CN data support Hill’s statement.

3.2 Other phonological features of the initial consonants

Upon examination of other CT reflexes, we find that they are more innovative and correspond to the situation of other southern languages, such as Dzongkha and Lhasa:

- The combination DR yields only retroflexes.
  Ex.: ཞིན་ དྲི་ /dr:i/ ‘ask’ (past), རིན་ /dran/ ‘remember’,

- The combination SR yields /s/.
  Ex.: ཨམ་ /srâm/ ‘otter’, ཨབ་ /srab/ ‘horse bit’,
  ཨེ་ /srég/ ‘burn, or grill’, ཨུང་ /srung/ ‘to
  keep’, ཨོ། སྤེན /srog/ ‘life’, and ཨེ་ /sras/ ‘son (H)’.

- The combinations KY, KHY, and GY, and the following combinations (with a preradical) SKY, DKY, KHY, ‘GY, SGY, and DGY, yield two types of reflexes: the velar /k/, kh, g/ and the palatal affricates /c/, ch, j/.
  Ex.: ཚི ‘dog’, རྒྱིས /khel/ ‘house’, རྒྱིས /skyl/ ‘pleasant, or nice’,
  རྒྱལ /skyel/ ‘to be born’, རྒྱལ /skyel/ ‘firepit made with three stones’,
  རྒྱལ /bgyel/ ‘change’.
The combination MY yields a palatal nasal /ny/. Ex.: སྒྲ རིང་པོ་ /gying.po/ ‘younger brother’. This form is particularly interesting since the reflex suggest that it derives from the form MYING.PO found in OT, and not the form ནང་ /yang/ MYING.PO found in CT.

The combinations SL or BSL yield the reflex /l/. Ex.: སྦ་ཅོ་ལོ་ /sho-loa/ ‘moon’ (lit. Elder brother moon from OT: སྦ་མིང་ /sho-ming/ ‘elder brother’ + རི་/loa/ ‘moon’). However, when referring to the names of the month: ‘first month’, ‘second month’, one uses the loanword སྦ་ /sho/ in CN: /sho dangpa/ ‘first month’ (of the Bhutanese calendar). Other examples include སྦོང་ /sho/ ‘to erect’, བིབས /bibs/ ‘study; teach’, /lap/ ‘to study’.

The combination LH yields the reflex /lh/ སྦྱ་ /sho/ ‘temple’, སྦོ་ /sho/ ‘south’.

The preradicals G, D, B, M, R, S, L are no longer pronounced and do not have any impact on the pronunciation when they appear with plosives or affricates. Ex.: སྲུ་ /sum/ ‘three’, སྲིན་ /sryn/ ‘seven’, སི་ /s/ ‘four’, སྲིག་པ /srigpa/ ‘one hundred thousand’ or ‘remnants of threads’, སྲེ་ /sre/ ‘arrow’.

With nasals, the preradical may have an impact on the tone and trigger a high tone, as in Standard Tibetan and Dzongkha. Ex.: སྲ རིམ་ /rim/ ‘to sit’.

The final consonants Among the ten final consonants found in CT (G, NG, D, N, B, M, R, S, L), several are well preserved in Chocha-ngachakha: G, NG, D, N, B, M, R.

- For the final G, the phoneme /k/ may have various allophones depending on the context: [k], [ɡ], [ʔ] and [g]. Ex.: སྲིན་ /sryn/ ‘six’, སྲིན་ /sryn/ ‘one’, སྲིན་ /sryn/ ‘to burn’, སྲིན་ /sryn/ ‘cliff’, སྲིན་ /sryn/ ‘to sit’.

23 The word MYING.PO is found for example in PT 1068 (OTDO, Japan). For an overview of OT phonology, see Hill, 2010.
24 This formulation shows that from a paleocultural point of view, in Tibetic cultures the sun and moon are seen as relatives. The moon is perceived as male, while the sun is female. More examples of this kinship are found in other Tibetic languages: cf. Sherpa /aula/ ‘moon’ (from a-khu sla, lit. ‘uncle moon’). This conception is also found in neighbouring Indo-Aryan languages.
Reflex of the nasals N, M, and NG

Reflex of the vibrant R

Reflex of the fricative S
The S yields a lengthening of the preceding vowel.

Reflex of the labial B

Reflex of the dental D
For the final D, the phoneme /d/ may be realized as glottal stop [ʔ] (particularly in final position), [t] or [d].

Reflex of the lateral L
The final L is no longer pronounced; however, it has an impact on the vowel.

As we have seen above, the phonology of CN is clearly derived from CT. The reflexes show a great regularity and the phonotactic rules correspond to those found in other Tibetic languages, but there is one notable exception: the initial cluster /mr/. It is found in a few CN words, such as /mrok/ ‘to mix different foods’, /mraka-mroko/ ‘mixed together’, /mr / ‘manure’,25 and /mre/ ‘to scratch someone’.

It is of course theoretically possible that these words are borrowed from contact languages or even reflect a non-Tibetic substrate. However, we have not found any confirmation of the “non-Tibetic substrate hypothesis” nor sources for these words in the neighbouring languages.

There is yet another explanation: while the cluster /mr/ does not seem to have been reported in any other modern Tibetic language, it is attested in CT for a few words, such as བཀ རྒྱ ཐམས་ / smra/ ‘to speak’, རིག སྒྲི་ / smre.sngag/ ‘lamentation’, and རིག ཚུ་ / smreg.pa/ ‘leftovers’. Thus, the meaning of

---

25 Note the tonal difference between /mrok/ and /mrek/.
/m rek/ could well be derived from SMREG. In support of the CT origin of the cluster /m r/, one can also note that the expression /m rγk-a- m rγk ol/ ‘mixed together’, ‘messy’, is also found in Dzongkha but pronounced /m a-k- m o k/ (used to describe a confused way of talking). In Dzongkha the /m/ could well correspond to the reflex of CT SMR. That is probably the case for /mo-sh/, a very common tag expression ‘isn’t it?’, which is probably derived from SMROS-SHIG ‘tell me!’ If this is correct, one could propose the reconstruction *SMRAG/*SMROG for ‘mixed, messy’, in Old Tibetan.

The reflex /mr/ of SMR would thus, if it is confirmed, be another amazingly archaic feature of Chocha-ngachakha, not found so far in any other modern Tibetic language.

3.3.2 The vowels

As in other Tibetic languages that have preserved many archaic features, Chocha-ngachakha has a limited inventory of vowels: /i/, /e/, /a/, /ü/, /u/ and /o/. Additionally, there is a noted opposition between short and long vowels: /i:/, /e:/, /a:/, /ü:/, /u:/ and /o:/ The long vowels are the reflexes of the Classical Tibetan final L or S.

3.3.3 Suprasegmental features

CN is a tonal language with two distinctive tones: high and low registers. In our transcription, only the low tone is marked by a line under the vowel; the high tone is not marked. Like other Tibetic languages, CN is a word tone language, not a syllable tone language like many Southeast Asian languages, such as Burmese, Chinese, Thai, Vietnamese, etc.

The tone reflexes are in general similar to other modern Tibetic languages such as Standard Tibetan or Dzongkha, but there are a few discrepancies, notably concerning the nasals.

The tones are usually predictable from the reflexes with CT.

For the plosives and affricates, voiced initials are normally realized with a low tone; the unvoiced are pronounced with a high tone, as can be seen from the examples in sections 3.1 and 3.2. The aspirated unvoiced are pronounced with a notably lower pitch than the non-aspirated ones; however, they are still perceived as high register.

For the nasals, the general rule is that the nasal reflex yields a low tone even when it is preceded by a preradical, unlike the corresponding reflexes in Dzongkha and Standard Tibetan, which yield a high tone. There are numerous exceptions, however, as we pointed out in 3.2.

Concerning the fricatives, /s/ is pronounced with a high tone, while /z/ is realized with a low pitch (see examples in 3.2): The /h/ is usually followed by a high tone, but the pitch is lower than the /s/: /ha lek/ ‘be surprised’, /ha go/ ‘understand’, /høgel/ ‘salad’.

The fricative /sh/ is either high or low depending on whether it is a reflex of CT sh or zh: eʃ bzh i /sh i/ ‘four’ vs. eʃ bhi /sh i/ ‘to die’. Note that Tōkari CN has no voiced palatal fricative /zha/.

Concerning the laterals, vibrants and glides, we have the following rules:

/l/, /y/, /ɾ/, /w/ may be realized with a high or low pitch. When they are reflexes of CT initial without preradicals, they are usually realized with a low tone and in the contrary case with a high tone. For example: eɳ /yu/ ‘turquoise’, eɳ /yngk ar/ ‘mustard’, eɳ /re:/ ‘cloth’, eɳ /re:/ ‘each’, eɳ /re:/ ‘to tear’, eɳ /lungen/ ‘valley’, eɳ /lung/ ‘air’, eɳ /wag/ ‘container’, eɳ /wamo/ ‘fox’, eɳ /wae/ ‘a calling word roughly equivalent to ‘hey!’”
As we have seen in 3.1.1, a contour tone – maybe correlated with a phonation quality – is distinctive in some rare monosyllabic words such as 'DUG and DUG. In this article we have indicated the distinction by the exponent numbers 1 and 2. The contour 1 corresponds to a falling tone and a more tensed phonation, while contour 2 is more lax. More research is needed to describe this opposition, but in any case it is very marginal in the phonological system of Chocha-ngachakha.

3.3.4 Phoneme inventory

To summarize, we provide a chart below of the phonemes found in CN. The letters that appear in bold correspond to our transcription, and they are followed by the I.P.A. correspondents whenever they differ.

**Chart 1: Consonants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Dento-alveolar</th>
<th>Retroflex</th>
<th>Prepalatal</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plosive</strong></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
<td>[ʔ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspir.</td>
<td>ph[pʰ]</td>
<td>th[tʰ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>gh[kʰ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voic.</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>q</td>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affricate</strong></td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>c [ʨ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspir.</td>
<td>tsh</td>
<td>ch [ʨʰ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voic.</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>j [ʥ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fricative</strong></td>
<td>s</td>
<td>sh [ɕ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voic.</td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lateral</strong></td>
<td>lh [l̥]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voic.</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vibrant</strong></td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nasal</strong></td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ny [ȵ]</td>
<td></td>
<td>ng [ŋ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Semi-vowel</strong></td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y [j]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Preliminary conclusions about the phonology

We have seen that Tsamang CN exhibits a certain number of archaic phonological features. To understand the degree of archaism, it is useful to compare the characteristics of Tsamang CN to other languages of the family. We have selected seven archaic phonological characteristics that are preserved in a minority of Tibetic languages. They correspond to the (relative) preservation of Classical Tibetan preradical,26 postradical, and final consonants of a syllable: 1) non-nasal preradical consonants (g, d, b, r, l, s); 2) nasal preradical consonants (', m); 3) the postradical glide /y/ after labial radicals (p/ by); 4) the postradical vibrant /r/ after labial radicals (p/ br); 5) the reflex of a postradical w; 6) the final consonant plosive dental /t/ (a reflex of d); and 7) the preservation of the final consonant /s/ (a reflex of s). As shown in chart 3 below, among the fifty or so Tibetic languages, only a handful exhibit some of these archaic features, all of which are spoken in the periphery of Tibet and none in the centre. The languages that cumulate in the most archaic phonological features are undoubtedly those spoken in the northwest regions: Balti, Purik, Ladakhi with 5 out of the 7 features, and Amdo in the northeast with 3 out of the 7. In the south, Chocha-ngacha, with 4 out of the 7, has retained most of these archaic features (see the chart 3 below).

It is thus clear that Tsamang CN has preserved the most archaic features of the southern Himalayas. These conservative characteristics are not confined to the phonology. They are also attested in the lexicon and in the grammar (as we will see below).

26 The 8 preradicals (G, D, B, M, ', R, L, S) correspond in the Tibetan grammatical tradition to the sngong-'jug (G, D, B, M, ') and mgo-can (R, L, S) consonants that precede the radical letter called ming gzhi. Preradicals have very specific phonetic properties. For example, they are pronounced in a light way, compared to the radical consonant. According to the Tibetan grammatical tradition, there are 4 postradicals (R, L, Y, W), which are called 'dogs-can’ attached (letters).
Chart 3: Archaic phonological features in the Tibetic languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preserved characteristics</th>
<th>Languages and regions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preradical</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-nasal+C</td>
<td>Ladakhi (NW), Balti (NW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purik (NW), Amdo (NE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kham (SE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal+C</td>
<td>Amdo (NE), Hor (SE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kham (SE), Ngari (C), Ü (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Postradical</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labial + /Y/</td>
<td>Ladakhi (NW), Balti (NW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purik (NW), Ngari (C), Spiti (W), Chocha (S), Drenjong (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labial + /R/</td>
<td>Ladakhi (NW), Balti (NW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purik (NW), Kyirong (SW), Chocha (S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C+/W/</td>
<td>Chocha (S), Southern Kham (E)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final consonants</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C+/T/</td>
<td>Ladakhi (NW), Balti (NW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purik (NW), Chocha (S), Amdo (NE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C+/S/</td>
<td>Ladakhi (NW), Balti (NW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purik (NW)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Elements of grammar

4.1 The verbal predicate

Among the striking features of Chocha-ngachakhha, one should mention the quasi-invariability of the verb. In contrast to Amdo or even Central Tibetan, the ancient verbal morphology found in Classical Tibetan for the various tenses\(^{27}\) has not been inherited in this language, but unlike Dzongkha, it has neither developed any innovative verbal morphology. That means that there is only one verb stem independent of the tense, aspect, and modality. Thus, /duk/, /tang/, /song/ are the only stems used for the three tenses of ‘to sit’, ‘to do (light verb)’, and ‘to go’. However, there is a small trace of the Classical morphology. Some verbs in the past tense ending in a vowel have a lengthening (indicated in our transcription by a semicolon and in transliteration by the letter ‘ā’) that corresponds to the reflex of the final s of the past in CT: Ȏā’ngu: ‘to cry’, Ǫā’ko: ‘to dig’, ṭā’za: ‘to eat’, Ḍā’bya: ‘to do’. Compare this with their CT correspondents: Ȏngus Ḍbrkos Ḍzas Ḍbyas.

---

\(^{27}\) Such as ‘to eat’: za (present), bza’ (future), zos (past, original form) or bzas (past, analogical form), zo (imperative); ‘to plant’: dēbi (present), gtub (future), btab (past), thobs (imperative).
Another exception is the existence of a suppletive form for the imperative of the verb ong 'to come': /shok/ 'come!' Apart from these exceptions, the lexical form of the verb is invariable.

4.1.1 Interrogative marker

Questions are marked by an interrogative marker /al/ or /yal/, which occurs after the final auxiliary or suffix.

- after /pi/: /pi-al/
- after /do/ and /di/: /di-al/
- after /sang/: /sang-yal/

1) Ex: ḍḥuṭuṭe sker (Dz: ḍḥuṭuṭe sker)
   chet khura za-di-a
   2sg.abs bread.abs eat-asmp-q
   'Are you eating/do you eat bread?'

The suffix /te/ cannot be followed by the interrogative particle /al/: */te-al/. This is consistent with the fact that /te/ is probably the reflex of a connective ste~te~de found in CT and not an auxiliary verb, and thus it cannot bear an interrogative mark.

The final interrogative particle is not used with interrogative pronouns: ḍ ci 'what', ḍ ke/ 'where', ḍ nam/ 'when', and ḍ kayi/ 'who', etc.

4.1.2 TAM

The CN language essentially distinguishes the following tenses and aspects: present, present progressive, simple past, perfect, progressive past, and future. They are marked by final auxiliaries or suffixes. Here are some examples:

Ex: ḍ za-di/ 'I (you, s/he, etc.) eat', ḍ za-do/ 'I (you, s/he, etc.) am eating', ḍ za-te/ (ས་ཀན་) /za-te/ 'I (you, s/he, etc.) ate', ḍ za:temet/ 'you (he, etc.) have eaten', ḍ za-khandukte/ 'I (you, s/he, etc.) was (were) eating', ḍ za-sang/ 'I (you, s/he, etc.) will eat', ḍ bya-di/ 'I (you, s/he, etc.) work', ḍ bya:do/ 'I (you, s/he, etc.) am (are/is) working', ḍ bya-te/ 'I (you, s/he, etc.) worked', ḍ bya:temet/ 'you (he, etc.) will work', ḍ song-di/ 'I (you, s/he, etc.) go', ḍ song-do/ 'I (you, s/he, etc.) am (are/is) going', ḍ song-te/ 'I (you, s/he, etc.) will go.

4.1.3 Negation

The negation markers /ma:/ and /me:/ are placed before the verb and stressed. They match their CT correspondents MA (for present and prohibitive) and MI (for present and future), but they are usually realized with a long vowel noted with a semicolon /:/.

For the present, the negation is /me:/.

---

28 Other marginal forms are also found. See 4.2.
Ex.: མེ་ཟ་དི། 'X does not eat.' མེ་ཟ་དོ། 'X is not eating.'
For the past and the imperative, the negation is /ma/.
Ex.: མ་ཟ། 'X did not eat', or 'Don’t eat!'
For the future the negative form is /mi/.
Ex. མི་ཟ། 'X will not eat.'

4.2 The evidential–epistemic system

Like other Tibetic languages, CN has developed a fairly rich system of evidential and epistemic marking. Evidentiality has been defined as “the representation of source and access to information according to the speaker’s perspective and strategy” (Tournadre and LaPolla, 2014). The Tibetic systems have the following specificities: Evidential and epistemic markings are indicated by a series of verb auxiliaries/suffixes that occupy the same syntactic position. From a semantic and pragmatic point of view, Tibetic E/E systems mainly encode four types of information: evidentiality (as defined above), epistemic meaning, speaker’s commitment, and speech act (pragmatic function).

As we will see, these four functions are present in CN. In the past and present tenses, there is a distinction between “assumptive”, “sensory-inferential”, and “epistemic.” Additionally an evidentially neutral form or “factual” is also found.

4.2.1 Copulative and existential verb

One of the peculiar features of CN is the replacement of the existential verb ‘DUG by /yöt/ (CT: YOD) with the same sensory-inferential function as ‘DUG (in Dzongkha and Standard Tibetan). As we will see later, however, the verb /duk/, which means ‘to sit’ in Chocha-ngachakha, has acquired a second semantic meaning, which led to its grammaticalization (see the end of this section and 4.2.3). The verb yöt is sometimes realized as [ye?] instead of [yö?].

For the existential verb, the assumptive form is a compound form: /yöt-pi/. This last form is realized as [yetpi] or [yötpi].

For the copulative verb, as expected, the classical verb YIN is used for the assumptive. There is, however, a long form /yinpi/.

Both the assumptive forms /yöt-pi/ (existential) and /yinpi/ (copulative) may be have a long form /yöt-pite/ and /yinpite/.

The inferential form is /yin-cet/. The origin of /cet/ is not clear, though. Given the fact that /yin-cet/ is pronounced /yincet/ in some villages of Lhuentse, the origin could be yin-rgyu-yodཡིན་ȅ་ཡོད་.

One interesting characteristic of CN is that it is possible to use interrogative marks only with the assumptive forms, such as /yöt-pi/ or /yinpi/, which become /yötpi-al/, /yinpi-al/ respectively. The interrogative forms are not used with the simple copulative verbs: */yöt-a/ and */yin-a/.

The fundamental opposition in CN for the copulative and existential verbs is between assumptive, sensory-inferential, and epistemic, as shown in the chart below:
The “sensory-inferential markers” indicate that the speaker has directly observed the event or makes an inference based on direct observation. “Assumptive” or “weak egophoric” markers specify that the speaker has a good knowledge about the information that he reports and is committed to the statement. Epistemic markers are related to hypothetical situations and express various degrees of the speaker’s certainty.

The opposition between the assumptive, sensory-inferential, and epistemic marking is exemplified by the following sentences; for a contrastive approach, we also provide a translation into Dzongkha:

**With the equative verb ‘yin’**

2) \( \text{ophi mi gelong yin} \)

That man monk COP+ASMP

“That man is a monk.”

3) \( \text{ophi mi gelong yin-cet} \)

That man monk COP-INFR

“Oh, that man is a monk.”

4) \( \text{ophi mi gelong yin-piong} \)

That man monk COP-EPI

“That man may be a monk.”

5) \( \text{odi nga-yi byu yin} \)

This 1SG-GEN son COP+ASMP

“This is my son.”

6) \( \text{odi nga-yi byu yin-cet} \)

This 1SG-GEN son+ABS COP-INFR

“Oh, this is my son (looking at a picture and recognizing him).”
With the existential/locative verb 'yöt':

7) ཨེན་ཨ་ཕི་པན་པ་ɽང་Ɏ་ཆིག་ཀི་ཡོད།

Oh over there butterfly beautiful+ABS exist+SENS

‘Oh! There is a beautiful butterfly over there.’

8) རི་དང་ཞིམ་པོ་ཡོད་

wild fig+ABS tasty COP+SENS/-ASMP/-EPI

‘The wild figs are tasty (the speaker tasted them / the speaker knows this very well / it looks like they are tasty [speaker’s epistemic inference]).’

9) རི་དང་ཞིམ་པོ་ཡོད་པི་

The verb of existence /duk/

As in CT and several modern languages of eastern Tibet, the verb 'DUG' means ‘to sit’. This is also the case in Chocha-ngachakha. As expected, this verb also has the derived meaning ‘to stay’. What is original, however, is that the verb has acquired the meaning of ‘to exist’ without developing into a full copulative verb, unlike what happened in many modern central, southern and western Tibetic languages. Thus it allows us to see a very clear grammaticalization path:

‘To sit’ > ‘to stay’ > ‘to exist’ > evidential

The copula 'DUG' has not yet acquired the grammatical function of sensory evidential in CN but has clearly developed the meaning ‘to exist’, as shown in the examples below. However, as we will see later, it has developed an evidential function as an auxiliary verb.

10) ཨེན་ཨ་ཕི་པན་པ་ɽང་Ɏ་ཆིག་ཀི་ཡོད་པི་

‘There are probably rhododendron flowers in Tsamang (inference that leads to a high probably).’
13) ྱན་འབོད་བསྟན་ནས་ཁུལ་དཔེ་ལས་དྲཿ་བདུན་འབོད་ (Dz: སྦྱར་ཁྲོད་ཁུལ་དཔེ་ལས་དྲཿ་བདུན་འབོད་)
  na:pa  ngktse:  ngng-nge,  rgyesha  mangku  duk-te
  in the past  forest  in-DAT  langur  many+ABS  exist-PAST

  ‘Previously, there used to be many langurs (species of monkey) in the forest.’

14) གཟིལ་འདི་བཅས་བོད་ཀྱི་གཞན་ཡི་དུམ་རིང་ལའི་ (Dz: གཟིལ་འདི་བཅས་བོད་ཀྱི་གཞན་ཡི་དུམ་རིང་ལའི་)
  nga-yi  phoru  ngng-nge  chang  duk-pi,  kai  thung-pi
  1SG-GEN  cup  in-DAT  chang+ABS  exist-PAST+ASMP  who  drink-PAST+ASMP

  ‘There was chang in my cup. Who drank it?’

15) གཟིལ་འདི་བཅས་བོད་ཀྱི་གཞན་ཡི་དུམ་རིང་ལའི་ (Dz: གཟིལ་འདི་བཅས་བོད་ཀྱི་གཞན་ཡི་དུམ་རིང་ལའི་)
  gatpo-k  lap-tse  ophe  na:pa  zampa  duk-pi-lo
  old-ERG  say  over three  in the past  bridge+ABS  exist-PAST+ASMP-HS

  ‘The old man said there used to be a bridge [there] a long time ago.’

Final discursive clitics /no/ and /an/

  After the assumptive forms /yin(pi)/ and /yotpi/, it is common to add a sentence final particle /no/ in order to alert the hearer.

16) ཆུ་ཁྲོད་ཕྱི་གཞན་ཡི་དུམ་རིང་ལའི་ (Dz: ཆུ་ཁྲོད་ཕྱི་གཞན་ཡི་དུམ་རིང་ལའི་)
  abam  ngng-nge  ngr  yöt-pi-no
  maize  in-DAT  cow+ABS  exist-ASMP-WARN

  ‘There is a cow in the maize field!’ (This requires a swift reaction!)

17) ཆུ་ཁྲོད་ཕྱི་གཞན་ཡི་དུམ་རིང་ལའི་ (Dz: ཆུ་ཁྲོད་ཕྱི་གཞན་ཡི་དུམ་རིང་ལའི་)
  Nga-yi  chang  yöt-pi-no,  ma  trok-she!
  1sg-GEN  chang+ABS  exist-ASMP-WARN  NEG  touch-IMP

  ‘My chang is over there. Don’t touch it!’

18) ཆུ་ཁྲོད་ཕྱི་གཞན་ཡི་དུམ་རིང་ལའི་ (Dz: ཆུ་ཁྲོད་ཕྱི་གཞན་ཡི་དུམ་རིང་ལའི་)
  zima  yin-no
  fake+ABS  COP-WARN

  ‘This is a fake.’ (Be careful!)

Another particle, /pan/, which is used for tag questions, may be used to seek confirmation or consensus from the hearer:

19) ཆུ་ཁྲོད་ཕྱི་གཞན་ཡི་དུམ་རིང་ལའི་ (Dz: ཆུ་ཁྲོད་ཕྱི་གཞན་ཡི་དུམ་རིང་ལའི་)
  zima  yin-pan
  fake+ABS  COP-TAG

  ‘This is a fake, isn’t it?’
4.2.2 Auxiliary verbs of the present tense

Various auxiliaries are used to indicate both the tenses and evidential/epistemic meanings. The ending /di/ is used for the assumptive present, while /do/ is used for the participatory-sensory progressive present. Finally the form /di-ong/ is used for the epistemic present indicating that the speaker is not certain about his assertion (see Chart 5 and the examples below).

Chart 5: Present auxiliaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Assumptive</th>
<th>Participatory-Sensory</th>
<th>Epistemic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>V-di</td>
<td>V-do</td>
<td>V-di-ong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Tibetic languages, the sensory meaning when referring to an outer observation normally occurs with the second or third person and not with the first person. However, in Dzongkha and in CN, some markers related to direct observation may be used with the first person. In order to distinguish the purely sensory markers from these markers, we propose to use the label “participatory-sensory.”

21) data nga mongar song-do
    Now 1sg+abs Mongar go-pres+psens
    ‘Now I am going to Mongar.’

22) charpa tang-do
    rain LV-pres+psens
    ‘It is raining! (observing the rain falling).’

23) charpa tang-di-ong
    rain LV-psens-epi
    ‘It must be raining!’ or ‘It must rain’ (epistemic inference).

In Dzongkha that is the case of the suffix yi ‘witness past’ in Dzongkha (see Driem 1992). We propose to call yi a ‘participatory-sensory’ marker.
As in the case of the copulative and existential verbs, it is possible to add the particle /no/. The marker /do/ undergoes a morphophonological change: /di-no/.

24) ཆར་པ་བཏང་དི་ནོ། (Dz: ཆརཔ་Ǭབ་ཏ་홈།)
charpa    tang-di-no
rain        LV- psens- warn
'It is raining!' (Be careful! The things outside will get wet!)

4.2.3 Auxiliary verbs of the past tense

For the past, CN distinguishes ‘simple past’, ‘progressive past’, ‘perfect’, and ‘present perfect continuous’, as well as ‘assumptive’ (or ‘weak egophoric’), ‘sensory-inferential’, and ‘epistemic’ statements, as summarized in Chart 6 below.

For the simple past, two forms are nearly interchangeable: V-te/ V-pi, but they differ somehow in a subtle way. The latter form /-pi/ is assumptive and insists on the speaker’s knowledge. It is more restricted in use than /-te/ and is more correlated with the first person subject than with the second or third person subjects, although it does occur frequently with all the three persons.

The former marker –te is evidentially neutral and presents the information as a fact. There is another distinction between the assumptive form /-pi/ and /-te/: It is impossible to form a question with the –te suffix, as we have already seen earlier: *V-te-a. The question form is: V-pi-a.

The marker –te is clearly derived from the CT connective STE/TE/DE. In Tsamang CN, this marker has two allomorphs: /te/ and /de/, depending on the final consonant. After the final dental /d, n/, and the vibrant /r/: /de/. With other consonants /m, p, k, ng/ and vowels, the allomorph is /-te/.

25) རྒྱུད་བཀག་Ȫེ། (Dz: རྒྱུད་བཀག་ཡི།)
shing    kak-te
wood+ABS   chop-PAST
‘(S/he) chopped the wood.’

26) བེ་བསད་Ȫེ། (Dz: བེ་བསད་ཡི།)
me    sad-de
fire+ABS   extinguish-PAST
‘(S/he) extinguished the fire.’

27) སྦ་གང་Ȫེ། (Dz: སྦ་གང་ཡི།)
chu    gang-te
Water+ABS   full-PAST
‘(It) is full of water.’
28) ཕན་དེ། (Dz: ཕན་ཡི།)
phan-de
useful-PAST
'It was useful.'

29) མལ་ཆ་བཀབ་Ȫེ། (Dz: མལ་ཆེ་བཀབ་ཅི།)
malcha kap-te
blanket+ABS cover-PAST
'It is covered with the blanket.'

30) ཤིང་ǰམ་Ȫེ། (Dz: ཤིང་ǰམ་ཡི།)
shing kam-te
wood ABS dry-PAST
'The tree/wood dried.'

31) སེམས་དགའ་Ȫེ། (Dz: སེམས་དགའ་ཡི།)
nga sem ga-te
1SG+ABS mind happy-PAST
'I am happy.' (lit. I have rejoiced)

32) ཁི་ɻ་བོར་Ȫེ། (Dz: ཁི་ɻ་ཐང་ཡི།)
tiru bor-de
money+ABS lose-PAST
'(S/he) lost the money.'

There are three types of sensory-inferential depending on the verb aspect. The form V-`khan-duk-te indicates that the speaker had sensory access to a progressive activity taking place in the past (see examples below). Historically, this form is made of a nominalizer /khan/ (< MKHAN) and an auxiliary verb /duk/, followed by the connective particle /te/.

**Chart 6: Past auxiliaries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Assumptive</th>
<th>Sensory-inferential</th>
<th>Epistemic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple past</td>
<td>V-te</td>
<td>V-pi</td>
<td>V-khandukte</td>
<td>V-piong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive past</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V-temet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present perfect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V-neyotpi</td>
<td>V-neyot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>continuous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V-neyotpiong</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Concerning the perfect, it is interesting to note that the structure V+connective+ negation is also found in some Tsang dialects, such as Phusum, Chuling and Nyemo, to indicate the inferential perfect (see Tournadre and Jiatso, 2001).

Compare the Tsamang CN and Tsang dialects mentioned above: ཇོ་ གཅོག་ལྷའི་ རྒྱལ /charpa tang-temet/ versus ཆོ་ཅ་བྲལ་ /charpa tang-nimindu/ ‘It has rained!’ (literally: It has rained and (now) there is no (rain)).

4.2.4 Auxiliary verbs of the future tense

The main auxiliaries of the future express the assumptive and epistemic statements. The form used for the future is /sang/, optionally followed by /yin/. It is interesting to note that /sang/ is also a nominalizer, as we will see in the next section. This is not a coincidence, since in most Tibetic languages verb tenses are often made of a nominalizer or a connective followed by an auxiliary verb.

The ending /ong/, derived from the CT verb 'ong, is also used for the future to express uncertainty.
Chart 7: Future auxiliaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Future</th>
<th>Assumptive</th>
<th>epistemic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Future</td>
<td>V-sang (yin)</td>
<td>V-sang-ong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-mi 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

38) ག་མོང་ལེ་སོང་སང་ (Dz: ག་མོང་ɾ་འགྱོ་ནི།)

ngä mongar-le song-sang
1SG Mongar-DAT go-FUT
‘I will go to Mongar.’

39) དངས་པར་ཆར་པ་བཏང་སང་འོང་། (Dz: དངས་པ་ཆརཔ་Ǭབ་ནི་འོང་།)

nangpar charpa tang-sang-ong
Tomorrow rain LV-FUT-EPI
‘Tomorrow, it may rain.’

Other less grammaticalized means are available, such as the following sentence in which the verb zon means ‘about to’, on the verge of.’ It can be used when looking at dark clouds.

40) དངས་པར་ཆར་པ་བཏང་མ་ཟོན་ཀི་ཡོད་ (Dz: དངས་པ་ཆརཔ་Ǭབ་ནི་བɶམ་ཅིག་འȭག)

nangpar charpa tang-ma-zonkiyot
Tomorrow rain LV-NMLZ- 'BE ABOUT TO'
‘It looks like it’s going to rain tomorrow.’

4.2.5 Nominalizers

The main nominalizers are /khan/, /pa~/wa~/ma/, /sa/, /thang/31/. They are all found in CT except /sang/. They correspond respectively to MKHAN, PA~BA, SA and STANGS.

Concerning the nominalizer /ma/, van Driem suggested that it might be a loan from Bumthang: “Cho-ca-nga-ca-kha has adopted the Bumthang infinitive ending –mala, e.g. song-mala ‘to go, will go’” (van Driem, 1992: 5). This does not seem accurate for several reasons. First, the ‘infinite’ /ma/ is only one of the allomorphs for this nominalizer – two other forms, /pa/ and /wa/, are encountered depending on the last phoneme of the verb (see examples below). These three allomorphs are reflexes of suffixes that are well attested in Classical Tibetan: PA, BA and MA. The two suffixes PA and BA function in Classical Tibetan as nominal suffixes, as well as nominalizers, and are used after verbs. The third form MA is only used as a nominal (and adjectival) suffix, but not as a verbal suffix. The form /ma/ used as a nominaliser in CN could just be a nasalised form of PA in nasal environments, as is the case in Dzongkha.

30 In the case of a final /ng/, it is possible to replace /sang/ by /mi/ with the same meaning: song-sang or song-mi, tang-sang, tang-mi. More research is needed on this particular morpheme.

31 /thang/ is aspirated in CN just as in Dzongkha, unlike the CT form: STANGS.
Second, the form /la/ (or /mala/) is not used in the Tsamang dialect, as shown in the following example /song-ma xe-dol/ ‘[She] said that [she] would go.’ /to za-wa song-pi/ ‘(She) went to eat.’

In Lhuentse, the form /la/ is used, but it has been described by those we consulted as a form of /shepsa/ ཞེས་ (Honorifics). If this is the case, /la/ would be a cognate of ལགས་ LAGS. In the dialects where this form is used, /la/ may have kept a grammatical function of auxiliary that was inherited from Classical Tibetan, but further research is needed on the dialects of Lhuentse, Trashi Yangtse and Trashigang to confirm this hypothesis.

It is interesting to note that the nominalizers /ma/ and /sang/ are used to indicate future tenses, the same as their homologues /yag+(yin)/ (< CHAS+YIN) in Standard Tibetan, RGYU(+YIN) in Amdo and /ni+(ing)/ in Dzongkha.

Below are some examples of the CN nominalizers.

**Marking of the Agent [A]**

41) ཎོ་དོན་ོ་ས་མཁན་ཀ་ཡི་ (Dz: དོན་ོ་ས་བིན་ོ་ཀ་ཡི་)
   *tiru* *bin-khan* *kayi*
   money+ABS give-NMLZ who
   ‘Who gave [us] the money?’

42) ཎོ་སྤྲུལ་ོ་མཁན་ཀ་ཡི་ (Dz: ལྟ་ལྷ་བིན་ོ་ཀ་ཡི་)
   *kat-byā-khan* *kayi*
   sound do- NMLZ who
   ‘Who is shouting?’

43) ཎ་ོ་ཉ་མཁན་ོ་མི་ག་ɥོ་ (Dz: ཏོ་བིན་ོ་མི་ག་ɥོ་)
   *pholap* *tang-khan* *bumo* *(g)angpo nga-ki*
   talk LV-  NMLZ  girl PL+ABS 1SG-ERG  know
   ‘I know the girls who are talking.’

**Marking of the Patient [P]**

44) ཎ་གོན་ལགས་མཁན་ོ་ོ་ (Dz: དོན་ོ་ས་བིན་ོ་ཀ་ཡི་)
   *kho-k thak-khan* *phrukpha lekpo yöt*
   He-ERG weave- NMLZ  basket+ABS  nice COP+SENS
   ‘The basket he wove is nice!’

45) ཎོ་ོ་གོན་ལགས་མཁན་ོ་ (Dz: དོན་ོ་ས་བིན་ོ་ཀ་ཡི་)
   *mo-ki cho-khan chang ngarma yöt-pi*
   She-ERG prepare- NMLZ chang+ABS  strong COP-ASMP
   ‘The chang she prepared is strong.’
Marking of the Manner

46)  གྲབ་པ་འཐག་སང་འཇམ་ཏོང་ཀི་མེད།  (Dz: གྲུབ་པ་འཐག་སང་འཇམ་ཏོང་ཀི་མེད།)
work+ABS  do-NMLZ  such way  NEG-see
'I have never seen anyone work this way.'

47)  བརྩེ་དོ་བཏོག་པ་སོང་མི།  (Dz: བརྩེ་དོ་བཏོག་པ་སོང་མི།)
car+ABS  LV-NMLZ  scary  COP+NEG+SENS
'His way of driving is scary.'

Complicative Clause Marker

48)  ཤུ་མ་ཟེ་དོ།  (Dz: ཤུ་མ་ཟེ་དོ།)
Song-ma ze-do
Go-NMLZ  tell- PRES+ PSENS
'[She] said that [she] would go.'

49)  ེ་རི་བཏང་ཐང་ཐངས་འཇིགས་སིང་ཀི་ཡོད།  (Dz: ེ་རི་བཏང་ཐང་ཐང་ཐངས་འཇིགས་སིང་ཀི་ཡོད།)
Pbrukpa thak-pa/thak-sang jamtongki met
Basket+ABS weave-NMLZ  easy  COP+NEG+SENS
'It is not easy to make baskets.'

50)  སོང་མ་ཟེ་དོ།  (Dz: སོང་མ་ཟེ་དོ།)
Tshalu tok-pa song-mi
Orange+ABS  pick up-NMLZ  go-FUT
'She will go to pick oranges.'

51)  སོང་མ་ཟེ་དོ།  (Dz: སོང་མ་ཟེ་དོ།)
ta len-ma song-te
Horse+ABS  fetch-NMLZ  go-PAST
'(He) went to get a horse.'

52)  སོང་མ་ཟེ་དོ།  (Dz: སོང་མ་ཟེ་དོ།)
[to za-wa] song-pi
Meal+ABS  eat-NMLZ  go- PAST+ASMP
'(She) went to eat.'
Marking of the Instrument

53) བོད་དེ་ཤིང་ (Dz: བོད་དེ་ཤིང་)

odi gewa phe-sang-gi demilem ke yöt-pi
this door+ABS open-NMLZ-GEN key+ABS where exist

‘Where is the key to open this door?’

54) སྲུད་པ་འཐགས་སང་ (Dz: སྲུད་པ་འཐགས་སང་)

Phrukpa tak-sang-gi patshar len-ma song-sang
basket+ABS weave- NMLZ-GEN cane+ABS take- NMLZ go- FUT

‘I am going to get the canes to make a basket.’

Marking of the Place

55) བོད་དེ་ཤིང་ (Dz: བོད་དེ་ཤིང་)

la:bya-sa ophe yöt-pi
Work do- NMLZ+ABS over there exist-ASMP

‘The place where (they) work is over there.’

56) བོད་དེ་ཤིང་ (Dz: བོད་དེ་ཤིང་)

gde phe thak-sa yin
This flour+ABS grind- NMLZ COP-ASMP

‘This is the place where the flour is ground.’

57) བོད་དེ་ཤིང་ (Dz: བོད་དེ་ཤིང་)

nor chu thung-sa ode yin
Cattle+ABS water+ABS drink- NMLZ this COP-ASMP

‘Here is the place where the cattle drink water.’

4.3 Noun Phrase

4.3.1 Demonstratives

As in many southern and western Tibetic languages, the demonstrative precedes the noun. The main opposition is between proximal and distal /odi/ ‘this’ and /ophi/ ‘that’. When the demonstratives are used, the noun may be followed by the suffix /sho/. There is no definite article, unlike in Dzongkha where the /ti/ is used as a postponed article.

58) བོད་དེ་ཤིང་ (Dz: བོད་དེ་ཤིང་)

odi shing (sho) kayi tsuk-pi
this tree+ABS-there who plant -ASMP

‘Who planted this tree?’

32 This seems similar to the French use of ‘là’ in “Ces enfants” vs “ces enfants-là.” According to G. Hyslop (p.c.), the form /sho/ with a similar function is also found in Kurtoep.
Chocha-ngakhakha has a topicalizer /ne/ derived from the CT word *ni*, used in Dzongkha and Central Tibetan.

4.3.2 Personal pronouns

The personal pronouns are: སྤེལ /ngal/ ‘I’, ངོ་ /khol/ ‘he’, པ་ /mo/ ‘she’, སྤེལ /ngaca// ‘we’, ངོ་ /khare/ ‘they’. There is also an honorific form for ‘you’: སྤེལ /del/.

The following dual forms are attested: སྤེལ /ngacapo/ ‘we two’, ངོ་ /chetcapo/ ‘you two’, སྤེལ /khongpo/ ‘they two’.

4.3.3 Interrogative pronouns

The set of interrogative pronouns is clearly derived from CT. They include:

- སྤེལ /kayi/ ‘who’, སྤེལ /kel/ ‘where’ or ངོ /kela/ (old form), སྤེལ /katsat/ ‘how many’, སྤེལ /katat/ ‘how’, ངོ /kek/ or སྤེལ /kela/ ‘from where’. The first syllable of these words is derived from CT *GANG* ‘what, who’. While in many Tibetic languages these pronouns are realized with low tones (ག་ /kaci/ ‘what’, ངོ /ka/ ‘who’ in Dzongkha; ངོ /khare/ in Standard Tibetan; ངོ /ga/ ‘who’ in Thewo Tibetan), in CN these yield a high tone. The other pronouns include the pronouns ངོ /ci/ ‘what’, ངོ /bya/ ‘why’, and ངོ /nam/ ‘when’. The forms /ci/ and /nam/ are derived respectively from CT *CI* and *NAM* and are attested in many modern languages.

4.3.4 Cases

For the sake of comparison, we will first briefly present the Dzongkha cases. We find the absolutive: Ø; the genitive: གི / GI; the ergative: གིས / GIS; the dative: ར་ / lu / (derived from CT *LA*; the ablative རེ / LAS; the associative དང / DANG; the locative ས / na /; and the comparative ས / wa / (derived from CT *BAS*). These seven overt cases are derived from their Classical correspondents. Concerning the locative case ས / na /, it is necessary to distinguish it from the postposition ས / na:, which has a long vowel. This difference has been largely unnoticed. For example, van Driem (1992) noted: "The dative suffix also indicates location or direction, like English 'to' or 'at', and may even be

---


60) སྤེལ /ngal/ ‘I’, ངོ /khol/ ‘he’, སྤེལ /ngaca// ‘we’, ངོ /khare/ ‘they’. There is also an honorific form for ‘you’: སྤེལ /del/.

33 *Cibyate* is a compound form made of /ci/ "what" and /bya/ ‘to do’ and the connective /te/. Its construction is analogous with standard Tibetan: GA.RE.BYAS-NAS.
combined with the locative suffix to indicate the site of activity or situation, e.g. [...] Ḍṇhṭh₂ /yitsbha-na-lu/ 'at the office'."

Our interpretation, however, is that the above example corresponds to the combination of a postposition /na/ followed by the dative /lu/: Ḍṇhṭh /na:-lu/. This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that the postposition Ḍṇh can be followed not only by the dative Ḍ /lu/ but also by the locative case /na/, or even the ablative /lä/: Ḍ /na:-na/ 'in' and Ḍ /na:-lä/ 'among'.

Moreover, the forms /na:-na/ and /na:-lu/ convey slightly different meanings, respectively, the illative and the allative:

61) Ex. Ḍṇgₜ na:-na jo-niing
1SG house in-LOC go-FUT+ASMP
'I will go into the house.'

62) Ḍṇgₜ na:(lu) jo-niing
1SG house in-DAT go-FUT+ASMP
'I will go to the house.'

The postposition /na/ 'in' is increasingly used alone without being followed by case and thus, in the process of grammaticalization, it might finally become a case marker. However, we still describe it as a postposition because of its optional syntactic combination with the case markers /lu/ and /na/.

In Dzongkha, two other postpositions, ḍkha ‘on’ and ḍ gu ‘on’, are also on the verge of becoming cases. They are not found in Classical Tibetan and are derived from relator nouns ḍ KHA ‘mouth’, ‘surface’, and ‘GU < GO < MGO ‘head’. They are also optionally followed by case markers such as /lu/ or /ₜₜ/ in formal Dzongkha but are more often used directly after the noun.

If we consider ḍ /kha/, ḍ /na/ and ḍ /gu/ as postpositions, Dzongkha has seven cases.

As we will see, the CN case system presents many functional similarities with Dzongkha, but it also exhibits formal discrepancies. CN has six overt cases: absolutive (Ø), ergative /gi~ ki/, genitive /gi-yi/, dative /le/ (and allomorphs), associative /dang/, ablative /leki/, comparative /wata/. It is easy to see that the first four overt cases correspond in general to the reflexes of their CT correspondents: གིས /кри (ergative), གི /ཡི (genitive), སོ /LA (dative), and སོ /DANG (associative). The ablative and the comparative look more problematic for the reconstruction, but we will come back to this issue later.

In some Tibetic languages of southern Kham and to a certain extent in Dzongkha, the ergative marking the grammatical Agent is often optional and essentially plays a pragmatic role. This is also the case in CN: In many examples of this paper, the ergative is simply dropped.

The ergative

The ergative is marked by various allomorphs: /gi/, /k(i)/ or the short form /–k/. After consonants, the form is /gi/ but after vowels, the form /–k(i)/ is used.
63) དུལ་ཁོག་ཀིས་སུའི་ཐང་ (Dz: ངུལ་ཁོག་ཀིས་སུའི་ཐང་)
kho-k/kho-ki  sun  tang-te
3SG-ERG  story+ABS  LV-PAST
‘He told a story.’

64) དུལ་ཁོག་ཀིས་པ་ཚར་འཐེན་ (Dz: ངུལ་ཁོག་ཀིས་པ་ཚར་འཐེན་)
tshering-gi  patshar then-te
Tsering-ERG  cane  pull-PAST
‘Tshering collected some canes (lit. pulled the canes).’

65) དུལ་ཁོག་ཀིས་སུའི་འདོག་ (Dz: ངུལ་ཁོག་ཀིས་སུའི་འདོག་)
nor-gi   abam   za:-te
cow-ERG  maize+ABS  eat-PAST
‘The cow has eaten the maize.’

66) དུལ་ཁོག་ཀིས་སུའི་འདོག་ (Dz: ངུལ་ཁོག་ཀིས་སུའི་འདོག་)
sam-gi   nya   za-di
otter-ERG  fish+ABS  eat-PRES
‘Otters eat fish.’

The genitive
The genitive is identical to the ergative /gi/ after consonants and differs only when it follows a vowel, as shown in the chart below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chart 8: allomorphs of the genitive and the ergative cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After consonants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After vowels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

67) དུལ་ཁོག་ཀིས་སུའི་ (Dz: ངུལ་ཁོག་ཀིས་སུའི་)
odi  nga-yi  bu  yin
this  1SG-GEN  son+ABS  COP-ASMP
‘This is my son.’
The dative

The dative is formed with the suffix /le/, which has several allomorphs: /le/, /ge/, /nge/, /e/. The form /le/ is found in Kham Tibetan for the dative, and it is cognate with the CT LA form as well as the Dzongkha form /lu/, Lhoke /lo/ and has the same meaning. The CN /le/ (and its allomorphs) is used to indicate the function of dative as well as locative and allative.

Chart 9: The allomorphs of the dative marker

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonological context</th>
<th>Dative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After /t,n,p,t/</td>
<td>/le/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After /k/</td>
<td>/ge/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After /mg/</td>
<td>/nge/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After /m/ vowel</td>
<td>/e/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

68) ནོར་ལེ་ ʦོ་བ་ ཡི།
nor-le   tsowa   bin-te
Cow-DAT grass+ABS give-PAST
‘(S/he) gave the cow some grass.’

69) མི་བཞུད་ལེ་ Ȯི་བ་ ཡི།
Mi   jat-le   dri-te
Person eight-DAT ask(P)-PAST
‘He asked eight people.’

70) མོ་ཞེི་ ʦོ་བ་ ཡི།
kho-e   bin-de
3SG-DAT offer-PAST
‘(S/he) gave (it) to him’

71) མོ་ཚེ་ ʦོ་བ་ ཡི།
Kho-k   tshering-nge   trot-de
3SG-ERG Tsering-DAT give-PAST
‘He gave (it) to Tshering.’

34 It triggers a pharangalization of the preceding vowel.
35 Despite the fact that it could theoretically be derived from the ablative LAS, it is much more plausible that it comes from the dative, since most Kham and Southern Tibetic languages such as Dzongkha and Lhoke exhibit a great variation in the vowel quality: /la/, /le/, /lo/, /lu/, etc.
72) མཚོན་ལྡོད་ཀྱི་ཁམས་རེས་ (Dz: མཚོན་ལྡོད་ཀྱི་ཁམས་རེས་)
kham-e song-te
Kham-DAT go-PAST
‘He went to Kham.’

73) ཀྲོ་ཐོ་གྲོས་པའི་ (Dz: ཀྲོ་ཐོ་གྲོས་པའི་)
kho-e busa sum yatpi
3SG-DAT child three+ABS exist-ASMP
‘He has three children.’

74) འཁྲུག་ཐུན་ (Dz: འཁྲུག་ཐུན་)
naktse nang-nge
forest in-DAT
‘In the forest’

It is possible to have a form /tate/ postponed to the dative. This conveys the meaning of the
preposition ‘for’ or ‘to’ in English.

75) མིག་དབྱིང་ སྤེལ་ (Dz: མིག་དབྱིང་སྤེལ་)
kho-e-tate bin-de
3SG-DAT-for offer-PAST
‘(S/he) gave it to him.’

The associative
The associative is marked by /dang/. It is often optional and has marginal status in the case system.

The ablative
As we suggested earlier, the ablative and the comparative constitute the most exotic cases of
CN. At first, the long form of the ablative /leki/ does not seem to reflect any form of CT. It is not
directly related to the Classical ablative LAS nor its reflex /lä/ in Dzongkha because nothing could
explain the /ki/ sequence. When we examine this more closely, it becomes obvious that the ablative
is a compound case made of the dative and the ergative. This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that
/leki/ has several allomorphs that behave in exactly the same way as the ablative /le/ and the ergative
/ki/, as appears from the chart 10 below. (Compare with the chart of the dative.)

Chart 10: The allomorphs of the ablative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonetic context</th>
<th>Ablative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After /t,n,p,t/</td>
<td>/le-ki/ or /leki/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After /k/</td>
<td>/ge-ki/ or /gek/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After /ng/</td>
<td>/nge-ki/ or /ngek/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After /m/ vowel</td>
<td>/e-ki/ or /ek/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examples:

76) གྱ་གར་ལེ་ཀི་ གོང་པི་ (Dz: གྱ་གར་ལས་འོང་ཡི།)
    gyagar-leki  ong-pi
    India-ABL  come-PAST

'(We) came from India.'

77) བུམོ་ཐང་ངེ་ཀི་ གོང་པི་ (Dz: བུམོ་ཐང་ལས་འོང་ཡི།)
    bumthang-ngek  ong-pi
    Bumthang-ABL  come-PAST

'(She) came from Bumthang.'

78) མ་མེ་ཀི་ གོང་པི་ (Dz: མ་མས་ལས་འོང་ཡི།)
    kham-ek  ong-pi
    Kham-ABL  come-PAST

'(I) came from Kham.'

The fact that the ablative is a compound case is not very surprising. The CT forms of the ablative LAS and the elative NAS, as suggested by some scholars, are also compound forms, respectively made of the dative+ergative (LA+S), and the locative+ergative (NA+S). If our hypothesis is correct, this would mean that CN has preserved an archaic form *LA-KYIS that is not attested in Classical Tibetan but built on the same model as LA-S.

The comparative

The comparative case is also interesting from the point of view of historical linguistics. It appears clearly that the form /wata/ is cognate with the Dzongkha form /wa/, which is itself derived from Old Tibetan BAS (see Tournadre 2010). Thus the /wata/ form must also be reconstructed as a compound form made of /wa+/ta/. One hypothesis could be that the form /ta/ could come from the verb LTA 'to watch', 'to consider', which is also pronounced /ta/ in Choja-ngachakha. This hypothesis could be supported by the fact that LTA has been grammaticalized in other Tibetic languages, notably some Amdo dialects, to form the comparative construction. Of course other hypotheses should be examined, such as the borrowing of the form from neighbouring languages such as 'East Bodish'.36

Here are two examples of the comparative construction:

79) ག་བས་ཁྱོད་Ȃས། (Dz: ག་བས་ཁྱོད་Ȃས།)
    nga-wata  chet  ge
    1SG-COMP  2SG+ABS  old

'You are older than me.'

36 The marker /wa/ is also found in Kurtoep (Hyslop, p.c.).
‘Mongar is warmer than Trongsā.’

5 Lexical differences between Chocha-ngachakha and Dzongkha

The CN vocabulary is nearly entirely derived from Tibetic forms related to Old Tibetan. When comparing Chocha-ngachakha and Dzongkha, we also find many direct correspondences in the lexicon of the two languages.

Chart 11: Similarities between Chocha-ngachakha and Dzongkha

| Chocha-ngachakha | Dzongkha | Meaning
|------------------|----------|---------|
| ཨལ་བ། ལ།(ČT ཨལ་བ།) | ཨལ་བ།(ČT ཨལ་བ།) | 'to work'
| སེ་ི་ /bya chiki/ | སེ་པ་ /pcha chichi/ | 'nice'
| ོི་ /ekpu/ | ོི་ /leshom/ | 'good'
| ིེ་ /bin/ | ིེ་ /chin/ | 'to give'
| རེ་ /ophi/ | རེ་ /aphi/ | 'that'
| ཤེ་ /towa tre/ | ཤེ་ /tou ke/ | 'to be hungry'

In nearly all the above examples, CN has a more conservative form than the Dzongkha equivalents. However, we also find a number of differences even for very common words. The following chart provides a list of examples.

---

37 The CN form suggests that the Dzongkha form /be/ could also derived from the CT verb ‘to do’: BYED (pres) or BYAS (past).
Concerning the lexicon, the word /sho/ for ‘milk’ is particularly striking. The word *gyu found in neighbouring East Bodish and (*)-lu in Rgyalrong, both meaning ‘milk’, are obviously cognates with /sho/.

Thus /sho/ ‘milk’ in CN might well correspond to the Proto-Tibetan meaning, since the word in CT had already undergone a semantic change: The word now means ‘yoghurt’ in the modern Tibetic languages, and the word ‘o.ma, originally related to ‘breast’, has replaced it for the meaning of ‘milk’. As noted independently by Jacques (2014: 29-30), the meaning ‘curd’ for zho is an innovation in the modern Tibetic languages: “Le tibétain a […] développé un verbe dénominal nd zho, bos ‘traire’ tiré du nom zo < *ljo dont le sens original est certainement lait.” The CN word /sho/ is thus directly related to the CT verb ‘to milk’ (pres: ’jo, past bzhos, fut bzo, imp: ’jos) and has preserved the original meaning. If this explanation is correct, to our knowledge CN would be the only language out of the 50 or so Tibetic languages, with the word zho retaining the original meaning ‘milk’.

These lexical discrepancies may suggest that CN could have evolved separately from Dzongkha from a distinct branch of the Tibetic family at an early stage. CN does not have a great proportion of loanwords. The main sources for borrowing are English, Hindi and Dzongkha. Here are some frequent examples:

Hindi: /pura/ ‘all’, /gari/ ‘car’.

---

38 Zho designates milk as well as yoghurt; in order to distinguish them one uses an adjective: /sho trengma/ ‘fresh milk’, vs. /zhors ripsa/ ‘yoghurt’ (lit. rotten milk).  
39 a reconstruction proposed for East Bodish by Hyslop (p.c.)  
40 About sound changes *[^]>^<, see e.g Hill (2013).  
41 Jacques (2012: 214)
Dzongkha: /kapo/ < *rgad po/ *gap/ ‘headman’, /jon/ ‘to come, go’ (H). The normal reflexes of these two words in CN should be respectively /gatpo/ ‘elder’, /byon/ ‘to come, go’.

Likely there are also loanwords from neighbouring languages, such as Tshangla or Bumthangkha, but none is attested in our corpus.

6 Conclusions

The Tsamang dialect of CN exhibits many conservative pronunciations that are rarely attested in modern Tibetic languages. Among the most archaic features, we can mention the preservation of the Old Tibetan voiced initial consonants, as well as the preservation of combinations of an initial labial followed by a vibrant or a glide (P/B+R or P/B+Y). A reflex of the wasur *W is attested in CN, while it is extremely rare in the Tibetic languages. Another unique feature is the existence of the sequence /mr/ in some words. This could well be a reflex of Old Tibetan *MR. If this is the case, it would indicate that CN has preserved some of the most ancient phonological features of the Tibetic languages.

These archaic features have essentially been preserved in the Balti and Purik languages spoken in the northwestern Tibetic areas by Muslim populations of Ladakh and Baltistan. In these regions, the linguistic conservatism might be due to the peripheral location, as well as to the Shiah Muslim religion, both of which have contributed to the relative isolation of the language from their Ladakhi neighbours. In the case of CN, the linguistic conservatism cannot be explained by a religious factor, since CN people mainly practice a form of Nyingma and Kagyü Buddhism dominant in Bhutan. It may again partly be explained by the peripheral geographic location of this language in eastern Bhutan and the fact that CN people live in a rather ‘non-Tibetic’ jungle environment at a low elevation and are located at the southernmost region of the Tibetic speaking area. Moreover, CN people are isolated from the other Tibetic speaking groups of Bhutan (Dzongkha in the west and Merak-Sakteng in the east).

We have also shown that the linguistic conservatism of Tsamang CN is not confined to phonology but extends to grammar and vocabulary. All these archaic characteristics reflect Old Tibetan forms and structures, so there is no reason to believe that CN has a Bumthangish or ‘East Bodish’ substrate, and we have not thus far found evidence reflecting the phonology or grammar of those languages.

In the field of grammar, Tsamang CN exhibits some very original features, such as the use of the ancient verb *yod* to convey a sensory-inferential meaning.

The case system also has original features, some of which might be derived from the Old Tibetan case system. For example, the ablative in Tsamang CN appears to be a compound case made of the dative and the ergative, reminiscent of the Old Tibetan elative and ablative cases, which can be analysed as a combination of dative and ergative. In the field of lexicon, some words could reflect a very ancient meaning. For example, the word /sho/ for ‘milk’, which in virtually all other Tibetic languages means ‘yoghurt’, probably reflects the original Proto-Tibetic meaning. If it is the case, CN is so far the only Tibetic where this meaning has been preserved.

Therefore, together with Balti, Purik, Ladakhi, Amdo, and some archaic Kham dialects, CN belongs to the small group of languages with the most archaic features of the Tibetic area.
More data is needed to describe the Tsamang dialect, and of course other dialects of CN which have not been documented. It is particularly interesting to note that a variation from labial initial sounds to fricative sounds is attested between the closely related dialects of CN.

The significant differences between CN and Dzongkha suggest that CN is not a more conservative form of Dzongkha, but could have evolved separately from a form of Old Tibetan. The migration patterns of the CN people are of course a major question which has yet to receive an answer42. Did the group that now speaks CN follow the same migration patterns as those who have settled in Hā and the Ngalong area? Do they originally come from Lhobrak? Have they crossed the Himalaya following the valley of the Kuri river? Are the CN people descendants of earlier migrations related to the Tibetan empire expansion when it reached the Gulf of Bengal?

Many other questions are waiting for answers, but it is already clear that the data from Chocha-ngachakha sheds new light on the evolution of the Tibetic family and that this language of eastern Bhutan has preserved the most archaic features among Tibetic languages spoken in the southern Himalaya.
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ABBREVIATIONS

| ABL  | ablative     | FUT | future   |
| ABS  | absolutive   | IMP | imperative |
| ASMP | assumption   | INFR | inferential |
| COMP | comparative  | NMLZ | nominalizer |

42 Genetic studies, and particularly the tracing of the Y chromosome haplogroup, might provide helpful information.
CONVENTIONS

The Tibetan script is used to note Classical Tibetan, Dzongkha, and Chocho-ngachakha. The sign 禄 indicates Chocho-Ngacha sentences or words (whenever the spelling does not match the classical Tibetan orthography or when the words in the two languages have different meanings).

For the transcription of CN in Tibetan script, we use an additional diacritic sign (called tshalak), also used in Lhoke (Sikkimese) with labials followed by a glide ས/ /by/. The diacritic sign is not used ས when the sound is realized as an affricate /j/ (see the chart for correspondences with IPA).

The reason to note CN with Tibetan script is that it allows a better preservation of the language and also gives an easier access of information to native speakers. The co-author of this article is a native speaker of CN and also a master of Classical Tibetan. Most CN examples have been translated in Dzongkha, the national language of Bhutan. These translations are preceded by the abbreviation “Dz” and they are intended for the Bhutanese readers for the sake of comparison between Dzongkha and CN.

When used for CT, the Tibetan script is always followed by the Wylie transliteration in small capital and italics which renders the orthography. In the case of Dzongkha and CN, the script is followed by a Romanization which renders the pronunciation.
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APPENDIX: Lullaby of ‘Acho Lala’ (lit.: ‘Elder Brother Moon’)

The following text is a lullaby that is well known in the Tsamang and Tsakaling areas. We propose here a transcription in Tibetan script of the Chocha-ngachakha. We have kept the classical orthography whenever it matched the Tsamang pronunciation.

Acho la la toto ro ro chö-gi phurung bangchung kale roq-e shagte rok kale me-ki tshik-te, me kale chu-ki sad-de, chu kale, lang-gi thung-te, lang kale, tak-gi sad-de, tak kale, gung-gi sad-de, gung kale, trin-gi sad-de, trin kale, sa dang nam-gi bar-le jugma kir, umla chu thung tipki pangla tsa za pratki.

Translation:
“Elder Brother Moon, it is time for food. Where is your plate and cup? It’s on the shelf. Where is the shelf? It has been burned by the fire. Where is the fire? It’s been extinguished (killed) by the water. Where is the water? The ox has drunk it. Where is the ox? The tiger has killed it. Where is the tiger? The leopard has killed it. Where is the leopard? The cloud has killed it. Where is the cloud? Between the sky and the earth it disappeared (lit.: wagging the tail). Water in the small pool has been completely drunk. All the grass in the pasture has been eaten.”